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Machine translation
• Translation rules are learned bilingual texts using 

machine learning techniques

EnglishFrench

L' Espagne a refusé de confirmer que l' 
Espagne avait refusé d' aider le Maroc.

Nous voyons que le gouvernement 
français a envoyé un médiateur.   

Force est de constater que la situation 
évolue chaque jour. 
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Spain declined to confirm that Spain 
declined to aid Morocco.

We see that the French government has 
sent a mediator.

We note that the situation is changing 
every day.

Torture is still being practised on a wide 
scale.

Arrest and detention without cause take 
place routinely.

This is a time for vision and political 
courage 

. . . . . .

EnglishArabic

. . . . . .

我国 能源 原材料 工� 生� 大幅度 增� .

非国大 要求 阻止 更 多 被 拘留 人� 死亡 .

China's energy and raw materials 
production up.

ANC calls for steps to prevent deaths in 
police custody .

EnglishChinese

. . . . . .
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Extracting Translation Rules
澳
洲 是 与 北 韩 有 邦

交 的 少
数

国
家

之
一

Australia

is

one

of

the

few

countries

that

have

diplomatic

relations

with

North

Korea

VP → 与 北 韩 有 邦交, 
have diplomatic relations 

with North Korea

NP → 与 北 韩 有 邦交 
的 少数 国家, the few 

countries that have 
diplomatic relations with 

North Korea
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Example translation for Urdu
Urdu English

S → NP①  VP② NP①  VP②

VP→ PP① VP② VP② PP① 

VP→ V① AUX② AUX② V① 

PP → NP①  P② P②   NP①

NP → hamd ansary Hamid Ansari

NP → na}b sdr Vice President

V → namzd nominated

P → kylye for

AUX → taa was



NP❶

Hamid Ansari

NP❶

NP❷

Vice President

NP❷

for

P❸

P❸

nominated

V❹

V❹

hamd ansary na}b sdr kylye namzd taa

was

AUX❺

AUX❺
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Training data varies by language

Urdu

1.5M

Arabic and Chinese
DARPA GALE

200M

European
Parliament

50M

French-English 
10^9 word webcrawl

1000M
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Can Turkers Translate?
In 1994, the remains of 
pre-historic man, which 

are believed to be 
800,000 years old were 

discovered and they were 
named ‘Home 

Antecessor’ meaning ‘The 
Founding Man’.  Prior to 

that 6 lac years old 
humans, named 

as Homogenisens in 
scientific terms, were 

beleived to be the 
oldest dewellers of this 

area. 

 میں اس خطے میں ابتدائی 1994
 انسانوں کی باقیات جو تقریباً 8
 الکھ سال پرانی مانی جاتی ہے،

 دریافت کی گئیں جنہیں ہومو اینٹی
 سیسر یعنی ’بانی انسان‘ کا نام دیا

گیا۔
 اس سے قبل 6 الکھ پرانے انسان

 جنہیں سائنسی اصطالح میں ہومو
 ہیڈلبرجینسس کہا جاتا ہے، اس

 خطے کے قدیم ترین رہائشی مانے
جاتے تھے۔

 آثاِر قدیمہ کے ماہرین کا کہنا ہے
 کہ انہیں ایسے شواہد ملے ہیں جن
 سے پتہ چلتا ہے کہ اس خطے کے
 لوگ ڈھالئی کیے ہوئے اوزار بھی

In 1994, the remains of 
early human beings who 
were believed to be eight 
hundred thousand years 
old were discovered who 

were given the name 
homo antecessor meaning 
the 'founder man'.Prior to 

this, the six hundred 
thousand years old man, 

called homo 
heidelebergenisis in 
scientific terms, was 

believed to be the earliest 
resident of this area.

Urdu LDC Translation Turk Translation



Professionals versus Turkers*
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Machine 

Translation


Turker

 average


282742

*Without Quality Control



Avoiding	die,ng	to	
prevent	from	flu

absten,on	from	
die,ng	in	order	to	
avoid	Flu

Abstain	from	decrease	
ea,ng	in	order	to	
escape	from	flue

In	order	to	be	safer	
from	flu	quit	die,ng

This	research	of	
American	scien,sts	
came	in	front	a>er	
experimen,ng	on	
mice.

This	research	from	
the	American	
Scien,sts	have	come	
up	a>er	the	
experiments	on	rats.

This	research	of	
American	scien,sts	
was	shown	a>er	
many	experiments	
on	mouses.

According	to	the	
American	Scien,st	
this	research	has	
come	out	a>er	much	
experimenta,ons	on	
rats.

Experiments	proved	
that	mice	on	a	lower	
calorie	diet	had	
compara,vely	less	
ability	to	fight	the	
flu	virus.

in	has	been	proven	
from	experiments	
that	rats	put	on	diet	
with	less	calories	
had	less	ability	to	
resist	the	Flu	virus.

It	was	proved	by	
experiments	the	low	
calories	eaters	
mouses	had	low	
defending	power	for	
flue	in	ra,o.

Experimentaions	have	
proved	that	those	rats	
on	less	calories	diet	
have	developed	a	
tendency	of	not	
overcoming	the	flu	
virus.

research	has	proven	
this	old	myth	wrong	
that	its	beFer	to	fast	
during	fever.

Research	disproved	
the	old	axiom	that	"	
It	is	beFer	to	fast	
during	fever"

The	research	proved	
this	old	talk	that	
decrease	ea,ng	is	
useful	in	fever.

This	Research	has	
proved	the	very	old	
saying	wrong	that	it	
is	good	to	starve	
while	in	fever.16
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Quality Control Model
• Sentence features 

• Language model probability 
• Ratio of source / target sentence lengths 
• Web n-gram match percentage 
• Translation edit rate to other translators 

• Turker features 
• Aggregate of sentence feature scores 
• Self-reported language abilities 

(Is native speaker? How long speaking?) 
• Worker location (Pakistan? India?)  

• Ranking features (based on second pass vote) 
• Calibration feature (Bleu against professionals)





Professional Quality from  
Non-Professionals
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professional

translation
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translation w/o

quality control


Turker

translation w/


QC model


best 

sentence


Oracle


best 

Turker

Oracle


4144392842

Full details in Zaidan and 
Callison-Burch (ACL 2011a)
& Zaidan (PhD Thesis 2012)



% of gold stadard data used  
for calibration

0.37
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10% calibration + 
other features

Calibration only



ESL editing HIT

are thousands 

animal grazing 

were 

to be a 

v
the 

including native species

forestry 



ESL editing HIT
• Agreement no longer works for QC 

• Most agreement happens between lazy workers! 
• Create a sentence with a known set of corrections:  

• Start with a grammatical English sentence 
• Make several transformations to it  

• Break subject-verb agreement / change prepositions / 
etc 

• Measure how many transformations are fixed 
• Easier if we require structured corrections



Structured Edits



ESL Error Types



• Crowdsourced	transla,ons	can	reach	high	
quality	a>er	quality	control	
–Gather	redundant	transla,ons	
–Calibrate	against	small	amount	of	professional	
transla,ons	

–Do	second	passes	over	the	data	where	other	
Turkers	select	best	transla,ons	

–Post-edit	the	non-na,ve	transla,ons	
• In	the	future:	explicitly	deal	with	ESL

30

Quality wrap up



Cost	of	Transla,on	on	MTurk

Base costs

Redundancy

0 350 700 1050 1400

   $125

   $25

$450

$50

$800

$200

Translation Editing Selection



Base costs

Redundancy

Professional

$1,375

$275

Cost of Translation on MTurk



Base costs

Redundancy

Professional

0 3000 6000 9000 12000

$11,921

$1,375

$275

Cost of Translation versus Professionals



• Approximately	an	order	of	magnitude	cheaper	
than	the	cost	of	professional	transla,on	

• Further	reduc,ons	possible		
–	reduce	dependency	on	gold	standard	data	
–	reduce	amount	of	redundant	transla,ons	collected	
–predict	whether	we	need	to	get	another	transla,on	

• It	now	seems	feasible	to	collect	enough	data	to	
train	a	sta,s,cal	machine	transla,on	system

34

Cost of Translation on MTurk



Professional	Quality	from	Non-Professionals
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$100,000	challenge

36

Surely it can’t 
scale. I bet you can’t 
spend my money fast 

enough.

• Ken	Church	bet	me	
$50k	that	I	couldn’t	
spend	$50k	on	MTurk	
in	two	months	

• Provisos	
–	Create	useful	data	for	
the	HLTCOE	

–	Price	reasonably	(e.g.	
no	last	minute	$10k	
HITs)

So you think it’s easy to spend 
$1,000,000 in 30 days, eh?



Leaderboard 



1998
866

25
142

10

Language	Demographic	Study

Full details in Pavlick et at (TACL 2013)



Survey

Is	{language}	your	na,ve	language?	
How	many	years	have	you	spoken	{language}?	
Is	English	your	na,ve	language?	
How	many	years	have	you	spoken	English?	
What	country	do	you	live	in?

39



English 689 French 63 Vietnamese 34

Tamil 253 Polish 61 Macedonia
n

31

Malayalam 210 Urdu 56 Cebuano 29

Hindi 149 Tagalog 54 Swedish 26

Spanish 131 Marathi 48 Bulgarian 25

Telugu 87 Russian 44 Swahili 23

Chinese 86 Italian 43 Hungarian 23

Romanian 85 Bengali 41 Catalan 22

Portuguese 82 Gujarati 39 Thai 22

Arabic 74 Hebrew 38 Lithuanian 21

Kannada 72 Dutch 37 Punjabi 21

German 66 Turkish 35 Others ≤ 20

Self-reported	Na,ve	Languages



100 languages with the most articles

1,000 most viewed articles

10,000 most frequent words

Translation Task



Afrikaans Czech Italian Norwegian (bokmal) Swahili
Albanian Danish Japanese Norwegian (nynorsk) Swedish
Amharic Dutch Javanese Pashto Tagalog
Arabic Esperanto Kannada Persian Tamil

Aragonese Finnish Kapampangan Piedmontese Tatar
Armenian French Kazakh Polish Telugu
Asturian Galician Korean Portuguese Thai

Azerbaijani Georgian Kurdish Punjabi Tibetan
Basque German Latvian Quechua Turkish

Belarusian Greek Lithuanian Romanian Ukrainian
Bengali Gujarati Low saxon Russian Urdu

Bishnupriya 
manipuri

Haitian Luxembourgish Serbian Uzbek
Bosnian Hebrew Macedonian Serbo-croatian Vietnamese
Breton Hindi Malagasy Sicilian Walloon

Bulgarian Hungarian Malayalam Sindhi Waray-waray
Catalan Icelandic Malay Slovak Welsh

Cebuano Ido Marathi Slovenian West frisian
Central_bicolano Ilokano Neapolitan Somali Wolof

Chinese Indonesian Nepali Spanish Yoruba
Croatian Irish Newar/Nepal Bhasa Sundanese Zazaki



Time to complete 10,000 translations



Cheating with Google Translate



Quality Control

Wikipedia page titles connected by inter-language links, 
removing pairs for which 

- either title was longer than a single word 

- English word didn’t appear in Wordnet 

- English Wikipedia page was a subcategory of person 
or place 

- titles were identical or one was a substring of the other



Quality Control



Translation Quality

Figure 4: Translation quality for languages with at least 50 Turkers. The dark blue bars indicate the pro-
portion of translations which exactly matched gold standard translations, and light blue indicate translations
which were judged to be correct synonyms. Error bars show the 95% confidence intervals for each language.

sion and non-professional translations as Zaidan and
Callison-Burch (2011) did. Instead we evaluate the
quality of the data by using it to train SMT systems.
We present results in section 5.

4 Measuring Translation Quality

For single word translations, we calculate the qual-
ity of translations on the level of individual assign-
ments and aggregated over workers and languages.
We define an assignment’s quality as the proportion
of controls that are correct in a given assignment,
where correct means exactly correct or judged to be
synonymous.

Quality(ai) =
1

ki

kiX

j=1

�(trij 2 syns[gj]) (1)

where ai is the ith assignment, ki is the number of
controls in ai, trij is the Turker’s provided transla-
tion of control word j in assignment i, gj is the gold
standard translation of control word j, syns[gj] is
the set of words judged to be synonymous with gj
and includes gj , and �(x) is Kronecker’s delta and
takes value 1 when x is true. Most assignments had
two known words embedded, so most assignments
had scores of either 0, 0.5, or 1.

Since computing overall quality for a language as
the average assignment quality score is biased to-
wards a small number of highly active Turkers, we
instead report language quality scores as the aver-
age per-Turker quality, where a Turker’s quality is
the average quality of all the assignments that she
completed:

Quality(ti) =

P
aj2assigns[i] Quality(aj)

| assigns[i] | (2)

where assigns[i] is the assignments completed
by Turker i, and Quality(a) is as above.

Quality for a language is then given by

Quality(li) =

P
tj2turkers[i] Quality(tj)

| turkers[i] | (3)

When a Turker completed assignments in more than
one language, their quality was computed separately
for each language. Figure 4 shows the transla-
tion quality for languages with contributions from
at least 50 workers.

Cheating using machine translation One obvi-
ous way for workers to cheat is to use available
online translation tools. Although we followed
best practices to deter copying-and-pasting into on-
line MT systems by rendering words and sentences



Translation Quality

Avg. Turker quality (# Ts) Primary locations Primary locations
In region Out of region of Turkers in region of Turkers out of region

Hindi 0.63 (296) 0.69 (7) India (284) UAE (5) UK (3) Saudi Arabia (2) Russia (1) Oman (1)
Tamil 0.65 (273) ** 0.25 (2) India (266) US (3) Canada (2) Tunisia (1) Egypt (1)
Malayalam 0.76 (234) 0.83 (2) India (223) UAE (6) US (3) Saudi Arabia (1) Maldives (1)
Spanish 0.81 (191) 0.84 (18) US (122) Mexico (16) Spain (14) India (15) New Zealand (1) Brazil (1)
French 0.75 (170) 0.82 (11) India (62) US (45) France (23) Greece (2) Netherlands (1) Japan (1)
Chinese 0.60 (116) 0.55 (21) US (75) Singapore (13) China (9) Hong Kong (6) Australia (3) Germany (2)
German 0.82 (91) 0.77 (41) Germany (48) US (25) Austria (7) India (34) Netherlands (1) Greece (1)
Italian 0.86 (90) * 0.80 (42) Italy (42) US (29) Romania (7) India (33) Ireland (2) Spain (2)
Amharic 0.14 (16) ** 0.01 (99) US (14) Ethiopia (2) India (70) Georgia (9) Macedonia (5)
Kannada 0.70 (105) NA (0) India (105)
Arabic 0.74 (60) ** 0.60 (45) Egypt (19) Jordan (16) Morocco (9) US (19) India (11) Canada (3)
Sindhi 0.19 (96) 0.06 (9) India (58) Pakistan (37) US (1) Macedonia (4) Georgia (2) Indonesia (2)
Portuguese 0.87 (101) 0.96 (3) Brazil (44) Portugal (31) US (15) Romania (1) Japan (1) Israel (1)
Turkish 0.76 (76) 0.80 (27) Turkey (38) US (18) Macedonia (8) India (19) Pakistan (4) Taiwan (1)
Telugu 0.80 (102) 0.50 (1) India (98) US (3) UAE (1) Saudi Arabia (1)
Irish 0.74 (54) 0.71 (47) US (39) Ireland (13) UK (2) India (36) Romania (5) Macedonia (2)
Swedish 0.73 (54) 0.71 (45) US (25) Sweden (22) Finland (3) India (23) Macedonia (6) Croatia (2)
Czech 0.71 (45) * 0.61 (50) US (17) Czech Republic (14) Serbia (5) Macedonia (22) India (10) UK (5)
Russian 0.15 (67) * 0.12 (27) US (36) Moldova (7) Russia (6) India (14) Macedonia (4) UK (3)
Breton 0.17 (3) 0.18 (89) US (3) India (83) Macedonia (2) China (1)

Table 3: Translation quality when partitioning the translations into two groups, one containing translations
submitted by Turkers whose location is within regions that plausibly speak the foreign language, and the
other containing translations from Turkers outside those regions. In general, in-region Turkers provide
higher quality translations. (**) indicates differences significant at p=0.05, (*) at p=0.10.

et al., 2013) to compile the list of countries where
each language is spoken. Table 3 compares the av-
erage translation quality of assignments completed
within the region of each language, and compares it
to the quality of assignments completed outside that
region.

Our workers reported speaking 95 languages na-
tively. US workers alone reported 61 native lan-
guages. Overall, 4,297 workers were located in a
region likely to speak the language from which they
were translating, and 2,778 workers were located
in countries considered out of region (meaning that
about a third of our 5,281 Turkers completed HITs
in multiple languages).

Table 3 shows the differences in translation qual-
ity when computed using in-region versus out-of-
region Turkers, for the languages with the greatest
number of workers. Within region workers typi-
cally produced higher quality translations. Given the
number of Indian workers on Mechanical Turk, it
is unsurprising that they represent majority of out-
of-region workers. For the languages that had more
than 75 out of region workers (Malay, Amharic, Ice-
landic, Sicilian, Wolof, and Breton), Indian workers
represented at least 70% of the out of region workers

in each language.
A few languages stand out for having suspiciously

strong performance by out of region workers, no-
tably Irish and Swedish, for which out of region
workers account for a near equivalent volume and
quality of translations to the in region workers. This
is admittedly implausible, considering the relatively
small number of Irish speakers worldwide, and the
very low number living in the countries in which our
Turkers were based (primarily India). Such results
highlight the fact that cheating using online transla-
tion resources is a real problem, and despite our best
efforts to remove workers using Google Translate,
some cheating is still evident. Restricting to within
region workers is an effective way to reduce the
prevalence of cheating. We discuss the languages
which are best supported by true native speakers in
section 6.

Speed of translation Figure 2 gives the comple-
tion times for 40 languages. The 10 languages to
finish in the shortest amount of time were: Tamil,
Malayalam, Telugu, Hindi, Macedonian, Spanish,
Serbian, Romanian, Gujarati, and Marathi. Seven of
the ten fastest languages are from India, which is un-



workers quality speed

many

high
fast Dutch, French, German, Gujarati, Italian, Portuguese, Romanian, 

Serbian, Spanish, Tagalog, Telugu

slow Arabic, Hebrew, Irish, Punjabi, Swedish, Turkish

medium 
or low

fast Hindi, Marathi, Tamil, Urdu

slow Bengali, Bishnupriya Manipuri, Cebuano, Chinese, Nepali, Newar, 
Polish, Russian, Sindhi, Tibetan 

few

high

fast Bosnia, Croatian, Macedonian, Malay, Serbo-Croatian 

slow

Afrikaans, Albanian, Aragonese, Asturian, Basque, Belarusian, 
Bulgarian, Central Bicolano, Czech, Danish, Finnish, Galacian, 
Greek, Haitian, Hungarian, Icelandic, Ilokano, Indonesian, 
Japanese, Javanese, Kapampangan, Kazakh, Korean, Lithuanian, 
Low Saxon, Malagasy, Norwegian (Bokmal), Sicilian, Slovak, 
Slovenian, Thai, Ukranian, Uzbek, Waray-Waray, West Frisian, 
Yoruba 

medium 
or low slow

Amharic, Armenian, Azerbaijani, Breton, Catalan, Georgian, 
Latvian, Luxembourgish, Neapolitian, Norwegian (Nynorsk), Pashto, 
Piedmontese, Somali, Sudanese, Swahili, Tatar, Vietnamese, 
Walloon, Welsh 

none Esperanto, Ido, Kurdish, Persian, Quechua, Wolof, Zazaki 
        

Language Feasibility
Full details in Pavlick et at (TACL 2013)



Full Sentence Translations

पा क$ %तान ( भी + त$ कार %व.प २८ मई १९९८ 5 छह परमाण9 परी:ण कर डा<। 

In retribution pakistan also did six nuclear tests on 28 may 1998. 

On 28 May Pakistan also conducted six nuclear tests as an act of redressal. 

Retaliating on this ’Pakistan’ conducted Six(6) Nuclear Tests on 28 May, 1998. 

pakistan also did 6 nuclear test in retribution on 28 may, 1998
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All Languages

14%

7%

36%

40%

SOV SVO VSO VOS No dominant order OVS
OSV

SMT Languages

22%

4%

61%

13%

BeFer	Representa,on	of	Languages



Gathering Data about Arabic Dialects

2/12/12 2:07 PM

Page 1 of 1file:///Users/ccb/Downloads/Africa.svg

Maghrebi Egyptian

Levantine Iraqi

Gulf

Other

Arabic has different varieties.  MSA is the standardized 
form but there are many distinct regional dialects. 



Transla,ng	Dialects	with	MSA	MT

MSA:

Levantine:

PT: Quando veremos esse grupo de criminosos serem julgados?  
ES-EN: Quando esse group of criminals see Serem julgados?



MSA Article body (        )

WriFen	Arabic	Dialect

EGY 

MSA 

EGY 

MSA 

EGY 

MSA EGY 



Crowdsourcing	Dialect	ID

• Labeled	142k	comments	gathered	from	three	
online	newspapers:	
–Al-Ghad	(الغد),	a	Jordanian	newspaper	

–Al-Riyadh	(الرياض),	a	Saudi	newspaperMSA	

–Al-Youm	Al-Sabe'	(السابع	اليوم),	an	Egyp,an	newspaper	

• 59%	MSA,	41%	dialect		
• Trained	classifiers	with	80-90%	accuracy

56

Full details in Zaidan and Callison-
Burch (ACL 2011b)

EGY 

LEV 

GLF 

MSA 

MSA 

MSA 



Label	Distribu,on

57

(a) All sources
(b) Al-Ghad

(c) Al-Riyadh (d) Al-
Youm



Automa,c	dialect	ID
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“Dialectness”	factor

“Dialectness”	quan,fied

59

Extremely	dialectal	
Levan,ne	words

Extremely	MSA	words	
(i.e.	very	unlikely	in	
dialectal	context)	



What	is	this	useful	for?

• Characterizing	communicants	
–What	is	this	writer’s	na,ve	dialect?	
–Where	are	they	from?	
–Informal	rela,on	with	their	interlocutor	

• Harves,ng	wriFen	dialect	from	large	web	crawls	
–Useful	for	training	dialect	language	models	for	ASR?	

• Iden,fying	dialect	sentence	to	then	translate		
–Training	data	for	a	sta,s,cal	machine	transla,on

60



Crowdsourcing	Arabic	Dialects

• Translated	dialect-labeled	segments	

• 121	workers	completed	20+	assignments	
• 200,000	words	translated	per	week	
• Trained	BBN’s	machine	transla,on	system	 61

EGY LEV 

Dialect	Classifica,on	HIT $10,064
Sentence	Segmenta,on	HIT $1,940
Transla,on	HIT $32,061
Total	Cost $44,065
Num	words	translated 1,516,856
Cost	per	word 2.9	cents/word



Examples	of	Dialect	Transla,on

62

Dialect Input MSA system Dialect 
system Reference

 انت بتعمـــل           
 لـھ اعـــالن وال

 !! ایــھ ؟

You are working 
for a declaration 
and not?

You are making 
the advertisement 
for him or what?

Are you promoting 
it or what?!!

 نفسي اطمئن           
 علیھ بعد ما شاف

 الصوره دي

Myself feel to see 
this image.

I wish to check on 
him after he saw 
this picture.

I want to be sure 
that he is fine after 
he saw the images.

 لھیك الجو           
 كتیییر كووول

God you the 
atmosphere.

This is why the 
weather is so cool

This is why the 
weather is so cool

 طول بالك عم           
 نمزح

Do you think 
about a joke long.

Calm down we are 
kidding

Calm down, we are 
only kidding

EGY 

EGY 

LEV 

LEV 



Dialect	versus	MSA

63

0

4

8

13

17

21

Egyptian Test Set Levantine Test Set

19.120.1 19.3
20.7

12.3
14.8

MSA Dialect MSA+Dialect

+5.9
+7

Full details in Zbib, Malchiodi, Devlin, Stallard, 
Matsoukas, Schwartz, Makhoul, Zaidan, & Callison-
Burch (NAACL 2012)



Dialect	v.	MSA	data	for	MT

64

Arabic  
Dialect-English

1.5M

MSA-English 

200M+

2 months 5 years
$44k $10s of millions

+6 Bleu no added Bleu

>

For machine translation of Arabic dialects



Implica,ons	of	low	cost,	high	
quality	transla,ons	for	research



The Los Angeles Times reported that at about 5:20 P.M. 
on Tuesday March 4, 2003, a bomb concealed in a 
backpack exploded at the airport in Davao City, the 
second largest city in the Philippines. At least 23 
people were reported dead, with more than 140 injured, 
and President Arroyo of the Philippines characterized 
the blast as a terrorist act. 

With the 13 hour time difference, it was then at 4:20 
A.M on the same date in Washington, DC. Twenty-four 
hours later, at 4:13 A.M. on March 5, participants in 
the Translingual Information Detection, Extraction and 
Summarization (TIDES) program were notified that 
Cebuano had been chosen as the language of interest 
for a “surprise language” practice exercise that had been 
planned quite independently to begin on that date. The 
notification observed that Cebuano is spoken by 24% of 
the population of the Philippines and that it is the lingua 
franca in the south Philippines, where the event 
occurred.

We	want	to	respond	to	a	
“Surprise	Language”



JOHNS HOPKINS
U N I V E R S I T Y

100	languages
• Microso>	translator	does	35	languages	
• Google	does	57	languages	
• The	DoD’s	Center	for	Applied	MT	does	64	
• There	is	not	enough	data	to	reach	acceptably	
high	quality	in	new	languages	

• I	want	us	to	do	100	languages	
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Individual	researchers	now	have	their	
own	data	produc,on	companies	

68

✔ Parallel corpora for six Indian languages
✔ Arabic dialect ID dataset

✔ 1.5M word English-Arabic dialect corpus
✔ Bilingual dictionaries for ~100 languages

✔ English translation of 180 hrs of spoken Spanish
Corpus annotating and correcting ESL errors

Speech collection and transcription for new lang.
De-romanization / text normalization corpus





Thanks!
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More info in Omar Zaidan’s PhD thesis 
“Crowdsourcing Annotation for Machine Learning in 
Natural Language Processing Tasks” and our 
publications.  Omar’s thesis defense video is online at 
http://vimeo.com/clsp/omar-zaidan-thesis-defense-talk

Chris	Callison-Burch	
ccb@cis.upenn.edu

mailto:ccb@cis.upenn.edu?subject=

